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CENTRE FOR ACCOUNTING AND 
INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS

Welcome
Tonight, Wednesday 13th March 2019, we honour some of Australia’s most distinguished accounting practitioners  
and academics who have been adjudged to have made a significant contribution to accounting, past or present.

Each of the inductees exemplify the profound wealth of accounting expertise that exists in Australia and around the world.  
These individuals have shaped, and continue to shape, the profession with their remarkable achievements inspiring generations  
of like-minded accounting practitioners and academics.

Brad Potter 
Stewart Leech 
Kevin Stevenson 
Directors, Centre for Accounting & Industry Partnerships
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The Centre for Accounting & Industry Partnerships extends its warmest appreciation and thanks to the major sponsors  
of the 2019 Australian Accounting Hall of Fame Dinner and Awards Ceremony for their support and assistance.

CPA Australia is one of the world’s largest accounting bodies with a global membership of more than 163,750 members (as at 31 
December 2017) working in 125 countries and regions around the world. Our members work in diverse roles across public practice, 
commerce, not-for-profit industry, government and academia, throughout Australia and internationally. Over 25,000 work in senior 
leadership positions.

CPA Australia’s members are distinguished by their degree qualifications and the additional education they undertake post-
graduation. The quality of current and future members depends on the quality and accessibility of their educational pathways.  
The skills and qualifications acquired through higher education are integral for a successful career grounded in accounting. This  
is a key reason why CPA Australia values and works in close partnership in academia: we share a passion for building a solid 
foundation of professional accounting skills for the leaders of tomorrow.

CPA Australia supports accounting academics in their teaching and research; facilitates their connections with their colleagues, 
education and business stakeholders; advocates for policy change in the public and professional interest; and engages academics  
in our activities and events. We work alongside academics to support their students in their studies and careers, and enable their 
peer networks and connections to future employers. We are advocates for the profession on campuses.

MAJOR SPONSORS
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Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ) is a professional body comprised of over 120,000 diverse, talented  
and financially astute members who utilise their skills every day to make a difference for businesses the world over.

Members are known for their professional integrity, principled judgment, financial discipline and a forward-looking approach to 
business which contributes to the prosperity of our nations.

CA ANZ focuses on the education and lifelong learning of its members, and engages in advocacy and thought leadership in areas  
of public interest that impact the economy and domestic and international markets.

CA ANZ is a member of the International Federation of Accountants, and is connected globally through the 800,000-strong Global 
Accounting Alliance and Chartered Accountants Worldwide which brings together leading Institutes in Australia, England and Wales, 
Ireland, New Zealand, Scotland and South Africa to support and promote over 320,000 Chartered Accountants in more than 180 
countries.

They also have a strategic alliance with the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants. The alliance represents 788,000 current 
and next generation accounting professionals across 181 countries and is one of the largest accounting alliances in the world 
providing the full range of accounting qualifications to students and business.
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A decade of activity
This year marks 10 years since the formation of the Australian Accounting Hall of Fame. From an idea conceived by the late Colin 
Ferguson in 2009 and brought to fruition within the University of Melbourne in 2010, the Australian Accounting Hall of Fame today 
completes its first decade of activity. With critical support from the University, the professional accounting bodies and many senior 
members of the profession, the Hall has fulfilled its mission to identify and acknowledge significant contributions to the advancement 
of accounting. Critically, the Hall has been focused on ensuring that contributions from the past stand alongside contributions made 
in more contemporary times. In so doing, the Hall has thus far paid homage to thirty-one distinguished Australian accountants who 
have been variously visionaries, pioneers, office holders, administrators, scholars, researchers, theorists, thought leaders, knowledge 
creators, educators, standard setters and regulators. Recent extensions to the mission now mean that individuals whose meritorious 
contribution may have been made either wholly or partially beyond Australian shores can also be recognised together with those whose 
contribution was made fully within the Australian environment.

The roll call of honour of the Hall of Fame as its stands at the end of its first decade includes inductees from across the long expanse 
of time from when organised accounting started to embed itself in the commercial fabric of the nation in the early 20th century to the 
present day. Each inductee in their own unique way has made a significant contribution to the development of accounting over that 
long period. As the process has developed, embedded within the archive of the Hall is a body of knowledge of the profession in Australia 
that is in effect an evolving living history of the profession and the manner in which members of the Hall have contributed to that 
development. 

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame looks forward with great anticipation to further the mission and identify more key people who 
have played their part in the advancement of our great discipline.

As we complete ten years of activity, the Australian Accounting Hall of Fame would like to thank those who have served on the Selection 
Panel and the multitude of individuals who have provided ongoing support that has been critical to the continuing success of the Hall. 
To all we say thank you.

AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING HALL OF FAME
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The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame selection committee is an independent committee which consists of some of 
the most influential and respected accountants from academe, accounting practice, government and business from 
around Australia.

Their task is to elect the most distinguished accounting practitioners and academics who are considered to have made a significant 
contribution to the advancement of accounting in Australia.

Selection Committee members

SELECTION COMMITTEE

Dr Phillip Cobbin
The University of Melbourne
Non-voting Chair

Keith Alfredson
James Alfredson Jewellers

S. Dianne Azoor Hughes
Consultant – Governance, Risk & Audit

Paul Billingham
Grant Thornton Australia

David Boymal AM
Accounting & Auditing Consultant

Professor Emeritus Philip Brown AM
The University of Western Australia

Associate Professor Geoffrey Burrows
The University of Melbourne

Professor Emeritus Garry Carnegie
RMIT and CPA Australia

Professor Emeritus Robert Chenhall
Monash University

W. Peter Day
Alumina Ltd

Professor Emeritus Graeme Dean
The University of Sydney

Judith Downes
Chair, Bank Australia

Professor Jane Godfrey
The University of Auckland

Professor Peter Green
Queensland University of Technology

David Greenall
Former member PSASB, AuASB, UIG  
and Public Practitioner

Winthrop Professor Phil Hancock
The University of Western Australia

Stephen Harrison AO
Global Accounting Alliance 

Associate Professor Bryan Howieson
The University of Adelaide

Professor Emeritus Kim Langfield-
Smith 
Monash University 

Stewart Leslie
Causeway Consulting Pty Ltd

Jan McCahey
PricewaterhouseCoopers

Warren McGregor
Stevenson McGregor 

Stephen Parbery
Founder, PPB Advisory

Jenny Parker
Ernst & Young

Brett Rix
Ernst & Young

Michael Spinks
Collins SBA

Scientia Professor Ken Trotman
The University of New South Wales

Jan West AM
Australia Post

Professor Emeritus Peter Wolnizer 
OAM
The University of Sydney
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Inductees

AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING
HALL OF FAME 
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First class honours from the University of New South Wales (UNSW) and doctoral 
studies at the University of Chicago provided the foundation for Ray Ball to become one 
of the most influential accounting scholars to date, working both in Australia at New 
South Wales and Queensland, and in the United States at Rochester and Chicago. As 
co-author with Philip Brown (AAHOF 2010), Ray co-authored the paper ‘An Empirical 
Evaluation of Accounting Income Numbers’, that revolutionized much of accounting 
research. By its highly novel linking of accounting information and share prices and 
drawing on the developing financial economics literature, the paper provided the 
foundations for modern capital markets-based research in accounting. The paper 
received the first Seminal Contribution to the Accounting Literature Award in 1968 from 
the American Accounting Association. The award stated “no other paper has been cited 
as often or has played so important a role in the development of accounting research 
during the past thirty years.” Ball and Brown 1968 remains the most highly cited 
accounting research paper to date.

While the seminal role of Ball and Brown (1968) has been repeatedly recognized, Ray’s 
continuing contribution to accounting scholarship and practice over 50 years has been 
immense. Over that period he has continued to publish leading-edge research in the 
very top accounting and finance journals. Some of his most important contributions 
have included the first academic acknowledgement of systematic anomalies in the 
theory of efficient markets, the role and measurement of conservatism in accounting, 
the significance of accounting and auditing within the theory of the firm, and the role of 
accounting information in the macro-economy.  

Ray Ball’s contributions to accounting research have also been via many years of 
editorships at leading journals, notably the Journal of Accounting and Economics 
(1986-2000) and the Journal of Accounting Research (2000-2015). He has also been 
responsible for the supervision and advising of many PhD students, many of whom have 
produced widely cited and influential research. Apart from his enormous contribution 
to accounting research, Ray has been widely recognized as an outstanding educator, 
including as a recipient of the American Accounting Association’s 2003 Outstanding 
Accounting Educator Award. Ray has served professional and regulatory organizations 
in many capacities. He is a Fellow of CPA Australia, has served on the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board’s Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council, and 
was the eighth person to receive Honorary Membership of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW). He continues to serve on the Financial 
Reporting Faculty Advisory Group of the ICAEW.   

“Ray Ball has unquestionably been one of the most influential accounting 
scholars to date, working both in Australia at UNSW and Queensland and  
in the United States at Rochester and Chicago.” 

Professor Stephen Taylor, University of Technology Sydney, Business School

Raymond John BALL

Citation read by

Stephen Taylor
Professor 
University of Technology Sydney

Nomination prepared by

Stephen Taylor
Professor 
University of Technology Sydney

2018 inductee
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Ray has had a major influence on accounting education 
in Australia, having been Professor of Accounting at the 
University of Queensland from 1972 to 1976, and then serving 
as Foundation Professor at the Australian Graduate School 
of Management (UNSW), where he was instrumental in the 
development of the first US-style PhD program in Accounting 
and Finance in Australia. He was also a founding editor of the 
Australian Journal of Management and has continued as a 
member of the Editorial Board to the present day. During his time 
at Queensland and UNSW, Ray played a foundational role in the 
development of rigorous empirical research in Australian capital 
markets, addressing issues such as the risk/return trade-off, 
dividend policy and taxation mechanisms. 

In addition to honours noted above, the American Accounting 
Association has further acknowledged Ray Ball’s contribution 
with the award of Distinguished International Lecturer in 1999, 
Outstanding Accounting Educator in 2003, joint-Presidential 
Scholar with Philip Brown in 2012 and the Financial Accounting 
Research Section Lifetime Achievement Award in 2014. 
Recognition has also come with the award of Doctors Honoris 
Causa from Helsinki School of Economics in 1991, Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven 1994, University of Queensland 2002, 
University of London 2008 and the University of New South 
Wales, 2010.

Ray Ball is currently the Sidney Davidson Distinguished Service 
Professor of Accounting in the Booth School of Business at 
the University of Chicago. In 2009, he was inducted as the 85th 
member of the US Accounting Hall of Fame. 

When Ray Ball’s 1968 paper with Philip Brown (AAHoF 2010) received 
the American Accounting Association’s inaugural award for Seminal 
Contributions to the Accounting Literature the award stated that ‘no  
other paper has been cited as often or has played so important a role  
in the development of accounting research during the past thirty years.’  
The research revolutionized our understanding of the impact of corporate 
disclosure on share prices, and of earnings releases in particular, and laid 
the foundation for much of the modern accounting research literature.
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Wai Fong Chua AM has made an outstanding contribution in Australia and 
internationally to accounting both in her research and teaching but also in her 
significant leadership contributions to the university sector. 

Following undergraduate and doctoral studies at the University of Sheffield, Wai 
Fong has built an international reputation as an innovative and prolific accounting 
researcher. Focusing on understanding how accounting operates as a social practice 
within firms and societies, she has conducted studies on diverse accounting issues 
from the management of strategic supply chains in the private sector, to the use of 
public-private-partnerships for infrastructure development and the implementation 
of Diagnosis-Related-Group costing in Australian hospitals. In general, her work has 
emphasizsed the need to understand accounting as a ‘socio-technical’ technology and 
the way in which accounting changes social routines, interests and patterns of meaning 
in organizations.  She is a pioneer in her research as she studies ‘accounting in action’ 
- accounting as it is enacted in organizations. This is time-consuming as it requires 
gaining access to organizations and earning trust to enable close observation of 
practice. The aim is to understand how and why people use accounting in the way they 
do and to map their effects in a holistic and rigorous manner. It is also a risky strategy as 
it is difficult to publish in top tier North American journals. Wai Fong has been a leader 
in developing this area of research as recognized by her continued success in publishing 
in top tier journals, including North American journals. 

As well as an enviable publication record, Wai Fong has continued to attract significant 
competitive funding. During her time at the University of New South Wales (UNSW), she 
has attracted nearly $900,000 of competitive funding and been involved with projects 
funded to the value of $1.5m. Recently, she was awarded significant international grant 
funding for projects investigating the behavioural effects of benchmarking the quality 
of local municipality services in Sweden and the measurement of climate change risk in 
Australia. She is also investigating the use of data analytics and gamification as control 
levers in organizations. She remains an editor of Accounting, Organizations and Society 
and sits on or has sat on editorial boards of numerous journals including The Accounting 
Review and Contemporary Research in Accounting. 

Wai Fong has taught in a variety of undergraduate and postgraduate programs 
and a diverse range of executive education programs specialising in the design of 
management control systems and implementing corporate sustainability/responsibility. 
She co-wrote, with Dick Wilson from the University of Sheffield, an innovative 
management accounting textbook titled, Managerial Accounting, Method and Meaning 
that reflected her philosophy of management accounting as a “socio- technical” 
discipline. This philosophy was subsequently integrated in curriculum redesign 

“Throughout her career, Wai Fong has been committed to building Accounting  
as a broad, rigorous social science.”

Professor Margaret Abernethy, The University of Melbourne

Wai Fong CHUA AM 

Citation read by

Margaret Abernethy
Sir Douglas Copland Chair  
of Commerce 
University of Melbourne

Nomination prepared by

Margaret Abernethy
Sir Douglas Copland Chair  
of Commerce 
University of Melbourne
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initiatives of courses at UNSW such as Managerial Dynamics 
and the second-year management accounting course so that 
it was more case-based and connected to practice. She has 
also embraced online education by developing several online 
management accounting modules offered by the Australian 
Centre of Management Accounting Development, and the  
online, Master of Business Technology at UNSW.  

 In 1994 Wai Fong was promoted internally by UNSW, becoming 
the first female professor in accounting in Australia.  She has 
been ranked as the second most productive researcher in 
the period 1991-2001 in the Asia-Pacific region by publication 
count of the top 5 accounting journals and as one of the top 50 
managerial accounting researchers globally again by publication 
count in eleven journals over a 20-year period 1990-2009.  Wai 
Fong started the first niche management accounting conference 
in Australia in 1988 that drew high-profile scholars both from the 
US and Europe. Funded by sponsorship from three accounting 
bodies and the publisher Elsevier, the conference, which was 
initially held on a biennial basis, was subsequently expanded 
to become the Global Management Accounting Research 
Symposium (GMARS) with Copenhagen Business School and 
Michigan State University as partner institutions. 

As Head of the School of Accounting at UNSW from 2001 to 2006, 
Wai Fong ensured the School managed its significant growth in 
student numbers efficiently whilst at the same time retaining its 
ranking as one of the top schools in Australia. She was the Senior 
Associate Dean of the Faculty of Commerce and Economics from 
2006 to 2010, responsible for the operational management of 
all nine Schools including the merger between the Faculty and 
the Australian Graduate School of Management.  As Pro-Vice-
Chancellor (Enterprise Systems) from 2010 to 2012 she oversaw 
the implementation of a new student enterprise system.  As 
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Students) in 2012 she oversaw numerous 
improvements to the student experience and expansion in 
the admission of disadvantaged students from remote and 
regional Australia.  Wai Fong moved to the University of Sydney 
in 2016 where, as Head of Research in Accounting, she has 
redesigned the undergraduate Honours Program, strengthened 

international linkages through a reinvigorated Research Visitor 
Program, set up a new Readings Group, brown bag discussion 
forums and a conference series called Accounting as a Social  
and Organizational Practice.  

Wai Fong also has a keen and active interest in the education 
of young women. She served on the Council of Pymble Ladies’ 
College for 10 years. In that capacity, she worked on the Finance 
Committee and the Scholarships Committee of the College and 
helped to strengthen relationships between the College and 
UNSW.

Wai Fong Chua was elected to the Academy of the Social 
Sciences in Australia in 2008, awarded Membership of the  
Order of Australia in January 2009 for services to research, 
mentoring and university and a doctorate honoris causa from 
the University of Jyvaskyla, Finland in 2009. She also received a 
Notable Contribution to the Accounting and Finance Research 
Literature Award from the Accounting and Finance Association  
of Australia and New Zealand in 2009.

Wai Fong started the first niche management accounting conference in 
Australia in 1988 drawing high-profile scholars from the US and Europe. 
The conference, which has developed to became the Global Management 
Accounting Research Symposium (GMARS) with partner institutions being 
the Copenhagen Business School and Michigan State University is widely 
recognised as a signature forum because of its unique focus on both 
quantitative and qualitative management accounting research.
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Graham Peirson was an academic at Monash from the mid-1960s until retirement 
in 2002 when he was appointed Emeritus Professor. A graduate of The University of 
Adelaide, he has held visiting appointments at the University of California – Berkeley; 
University of Illinois; University of Florida and the University of Washington. Graham 
taught and researched financial accounting and reporting with a focus on issues 
relating to accounting standard setting and the regulation of financial reporting.

During much of the 20-year period ended 2002, Graham was Head of the then 
Department of Accounting and Finance at Monash University and Director of the 
Department’s Centre for Research in Accounting and Finance. He provided outstanding 
leadership during periods of resource constraint, difficulties with appointing suitably 
qualified staff and challenges in the aftermath of the Dawkins reforms in the late 1980s 
but remained adamant of the need to maintain academic standards. Not surprisingly, 
he set very high standards for the academic staff and was a strong HDR supervisor, role 
model and mentor to numerous junior academics, many of whom have moved into 
influential leadership roles in Australia and overseas both in the research domain and 
the university administration domain. 

Numerous papers were published in refereed journals such as Abacus, Accounting and 
Business Research, Accounting and Finance, Australian Accounting Review, the Economic 
Record, along with a sole authored paper in The Accounting Review. A particular strength 
of his scholarship was his editorial work and the sheer volume of papers published in 
more applied journals such as the Australian Accounting Review, Australian Accountant 
and Companies and Securities Journal that made cutting edge thought leadership 
accessible to practitioners. He has also co-authored five textbooks titled Business 
Finance, Essentials of Business Finance, Financial Accounting Theory, Issues in Financial 
Accounting and Financial Accounting: An Introduction. Two of these, Issues in Financial 
Accounting and Business Finance, are premier Australian texts in the area as evidenced 
by the fact that they are currently in their 16th and 12th editions respectively.  

“Professor Peirson’s prior experience on the former Public Sector Accounting 
Standards Board and the Australian Accounting Standards Board and his 
unbending belief in the need to be true to the Accounting Concepts were 
invaluable.” 

Mr Keith Alfredson, former Chair, Australian Accounting Standards Board 

Graham PEIRSON 

Citation read by

Paul Mather
Professor 
La Trobe University

Nomination prepared by

Paul Mather
Professor 
La Trobe University
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Graham Pierson was one of those rare individuals who would make a solid 
contribution to a standard setting discussion on any topic and in respect of 
any sector – whether it be public sector, private sector for-profit or private 
sector not-for-profit.

Over the years Graham has made significant contributions to 
the profession through various senior volunteer roles including 
leadership within CPA Australia. These include:

•	 Member,	Victorian	Membership	Promotion	Committee/
Victorian Recruitment Committee (1979-1983)

•	 Chair,	Victorian	Recruitment	Committee	(1981-1982)

•	 Member,	CPA	Australia	Victorian	Divisional	Council	(1979-
1989)

•	 President,	CPA	Australia	Victorian	Division	(1985)

•	 National	Councillor	of	CPA	Australia	(1986	–	1987)

•	 Member,	Victorian	Disciplinary	Appeals	Committee	(1990)

•	 Inaugural	Chair,	CPA	Australia	External	Reporting	Centre	of	
Excellence (1992- 1998)

•	 Member,	CPA	Australia’s	Continuing	Professional	
Development Committee (2004)  

An additional dimension to Graham Pierson’s contribution to 
the development of accounting in Australia was in accounting 
standard setting and regulation. He was a member of the Public 
Sector Accounting Standards Board (PASB) of the Australian 
Accounting Research Foundation from 1989 until it merged with 
the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB) in 2000. He 
continued as member of the AASB from 2000 to 2002. During 
this time, he was on numerous working parties responsible 
for preparing Exposure Drafts as well as the initial Australian 
Conceptual Framework. A senior member of the AASB staff 
who was involved in standard setting during this era indicates, 
“Graham was one of those rare individuals who would make  
a solid contribution to a standard setting discussion on any  
topic and in respect of any sector – whether it be public sector, 
private sector for-profit or private sector not-for-profit.” His 
period of service on the PASB was particularly significant and 
included the introduction of accrual accounting into the public 
sector at all levels, an important but challenging change process.  
His contribution was crucial to embedding a philosophy of 
applying the same recognition and measurement requirements 
across all sectors to the extent feasible. This philosophy remains 

largely intact today. Australia is seen as a world leader regarding 
quality of accounting standards and a jurisdiction that made a 
very successful convergence and ultimate transition to IFRS in 
2005. A key contribution made by Graham during this period 
through his writing and direct, as well as indirect, influence  
on standard setting was his drive to ensure that all exposure 
drafts and standards were consistent with and underpinned  
by the Australian Conceptual Framework. Indeed, he  
consistently promoted the use of the Conceptual Framework 
in deliberations of both the PASB and AASB, which influenced 
virtually all of the standards that both boards issued.

In 1999 Graham Peirson was awarded the Victorian President’s 
Award (the then Charles Holmes Medal) in 1999 for “outstanding 
and enduring contribution to CPA Australia and the accounting 
profession”. In the same year he received the inaugural 
Accounting and Finance Association of Australia and New 
Zealand Outstanding Contribution to Accounting & Finance 
Practice award. A Lifetime Achievement Award from CPA 
Australia was awarded in 2004 for “48 years of outstanding 
service to CPA Australia and the profession”.

 

VALE
Graham Peirson
1938-2019

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame mourns the 
loss of its nominee-elect Emeritus Professor Graham 
Peirson who passed away at the age of eighty in 
early-2019. Graham did not learn of his election to the 
Hall of Fame before his death but we celebrate his 
contribution to accounting this evening safe in the 
knowledge that he would have accepted membership 
of the Hall of Fame with grace and humility.
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Roger Simnett is Scientia Professor of Accounting at the University of New 
South Wales Business School; Chair of the Australian Auditing and Assurance 
Standards Board (AUASB); CEO of the Office of the AUASB and a member of the 
International Integrated Reporting Committee.

Roger is on official duties overseas at the moment and so cannot be present 
this evening to receive his award. We look forward to welcoming him to the 2020 
Awards Night when his Australian Accounting Hall of Fame membership citation 
and testamur will be presented to him as a 2019 member.

Roger SIMNETT AO 
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Past Inductees

AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING
HALL OF FAME 
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AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING
HALL OF FAME MEMBERS

2018
Margaret Anne Abernethy

Raymond John Ball

Ronald Arthur Gerald Weber

2017
John Neil Bishop AO

Peter Brownell

George James Foster

Warren John McGregor

2016
John Angus Lancaster Gunn CBE

Michael John Sharpe AO

Ross L Watts

2015 Sir Ronald Irish OBE

Jeffrey Lucy AM

2014
Robert H Chenhall

W John Kenley

F Kenneth Wright

2013 Allan D Barton AM

Kevin M Stevenson AM

2012
Russell L Mathews AO CBE

Sir Edwin Nixon CMG

Murray C Wells

2011
Louis Goldberg AO

Kenneth H Spencer AM

Ken T Trotman

2010
Elizabeth A Alexander AM

Philip R Brown AM

Raymond J Chambers AO

Sir Alexander Fitzgerald OBE

Reginald S Gynther

Past Inductees
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The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
recognises Maggie Abernethy as a scholar, 
mentor and senior administrator of the 
highest order.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Ron Weber as a scholar, theorist, 
educator and office-holder of the highest 
order.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Raymond John Ball as an 
eminent accounting researcher and 
thinker.

Margaret Anne  
ABERNETHy

Ronald Arthur  
Gerald WEBER

Raymond John  
BALL

2018

2013 Allan D Barton AM

Kevin M Stevenson AM

2012
Russell L Mathews AO CBE

Sir Edwin Nixon CMG

Murray C Wells

2011
Louis Goldberg AO

Kenneth H Spencer AM

Ken T Trotman

2010
Elizabeth A Alexander AM

Philip R Brown AM

Raymond J Chambers AO

Sir Alexander Fitzgerald OBE

Reginald S Gynther
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The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours John Bishop as a practitioner, 
standard setter and office holder.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Peter Brownell as a researcher, 
author, mentor and champion of doctoral 
programmes in accounting.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours George Foster as a widely 
recognised and hugely respected 
researcher, author, educator and advisor.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Warren McGregor as an eminent 
leader in thought and idea development 
in the production of accounting 
standards. 

John Neil  
BISHOP AO

Peter  
BROWNELL

George James  
FOSTER

Warren John 
MCGREGOR

2017
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The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours John Angus Lancaster Gunn 
as a war veteran, practitioner, office 
holder and eminent pioneering taxation 
specialist.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Michael John Sharpe as a 
practitioner, distinguished standard-setter 
and office-holder.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Ross Watts as an eminent 
accounting researcher and thinker. 

John Angus Lancaster 
GUNN CBE

Michael John  
SHARPE AO

Ross L  
WATTS

2016
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The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Sir Ronald Irish as a leading 
practitioner of the day, author and office 
bearer.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
recognises Jeffrey Lucy as a practitioner, 
office holder and distinguished regulator.

Sir Ronald  
IRISH OBE

Jeffrey  
LUCy AM

2015
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The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Robert Chenhall as an innovative 
researcher and thinker of the highest 
order. 

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
recognises John Kenley as an accounting 
standard setting pioneer acutely attuned 
to the standard setting process and 
possessed of a unique ability to interpret 
and explain complex technical matters 
associated with them.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
recognises Kenneth Wright as a theorist 
and scholar of the highest order.

Robert H  
CHENHALL

W John  
KENLEy

F Kenneth  
WRIGHT

2014
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The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Allan Douglas Barton as an 
educator, administrator, author and 
scholar of the highest order.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Kevin Michael Stevenson as an 
administrator, mentor and standard-
setter.

Allan D  
BARTON AM

Kevin M  
STEVENSON AM

2013
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The Australian Accounting Hall of 
Fame honours Russell Mathews as 
a war veteran, innovator, educator, 
administrator, consultant, scholar and 
thinker of the highest order.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Sir Edwin Nixon as a pioneer, 
practitioner, administrator, author, 
educator and leader of the accounting 
profession. 

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
recognises Murray Wells as an innovator, 
educator, administrator, scholar and 
thinker of the highest order.

Russell L  
MATHEWS AO CBE

Sir Edwin  
NIxON CMG

Murray C  
WELLS

2012
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The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Lou Goldberg as an educator, 
theorist, thinker and scholar of the 
highest order. 

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame  
honours Kenneth H Spencer as a 
practitioner, office holder and accounting 
standard-setter.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Ken Trotman as a researcher, 
author, mentor, and educator of the 
highest order. 

Louis  
GOLDBERG AO

Kenneth H  
SPENCER AM

Ken T  
TROTMAN

2011
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The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Elizabeth Alexander as a pioneer 
female practitioner, mentor, accounting 
and auditing standard-setter and 
regulator.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Philip Brown as an innovator, 
educator, mentor and scholar of the 
highest order.

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Ray Chambers as an educator, 
mentor, visionary, thinker and scholar of 
the highest order. 

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Sir Alex Fitzgerald as a pioneer, 
practitioner, administrator, author, editor, 
educator, scholar, thinker and leader of 
the accounting profession. 

Elizabeth A  
ALExANDER AM

Philip R  
BROWN AM

Raymond J  
CHAMBERS AO

Sir Alexander 
FITzGERALD OBE

2010
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The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame 
honours Reg Gynther as an innovator, 
educator, standard-setter, scholar and 
thinker of the highest order.

Reginald S  
GyNTHER
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